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The Platinum Group elements (PGEs) Pt, Pd and Rh are 

increasingly used in modern day society in industrial and medical 

applications, resulting in increases in their concentrations in the 

environment.  However, their environmental behaviour, fate and 

impact are still widely unknown. The accurate determination of 

PGEs at environmentally relevant concentrations is still a 

challenge for analytical chemists. Sensitive and interference-free 

analytical methods are required for measuring the very low levels 

of Pt, Pd, and Rh in complex matrices. This involves 

preconcentration of the elements from the matrix and separation 

from the interfering elements. The aim of this PhD study was to 

thus to develop, validate, and apply the in situ preconcentration 

technique Diffusive Gradients in Thin Films (DGT) for Pt, Pd and 

Rh speciation in surface water.   

In the first step, a comprehensive laboratory DGT investigation 

was performed to develop the method using various chelating 

resins: Purolite S914, Purolite S920, Purolite S985, MPX-317 and 

MP-102 resins. The influence of parameters such as pH, ionic 

strength, effective capacity and organic matter was explored. 

The precise quantitation of these elements by High Resolution 

Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (HR-ICP-MS) was 

achieved. The method was further improved by developing 

selective leaching procedures to separate the PGEs from 

interfering elements accumulating on the resin gels. In addition, 

the influence of ageing of solutions containing PGEs on the DGT 

response was evaluated showing that inert species of Rh can be 

formed. Subsequently, the DGT technique was validated by 

several in situ DGT field trials which were carried out in both 

urban rivers and a hospital effluent. A first interlaboratory 

comparison was carried out between VUB_AMGC and 

LILLE_LASIRE showing a good agreement for Pt and 

demonstrating the need for evaluation of the DGT operational 

parameters in further studies. 

The combination of the laboratory experiments and field studies 

allows obtaining a better understanding of the applicability of 

the DGT technique as an environmental monitoring tool for the 

new emerging pollutants of PGEs in environments heavily 

impacted by human activities, making it possible to trace their 

sources, monitor their evolution and evaluate their potential 

impact in the future. 
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